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Solitons: localized objects in PDEs

John Scott Russell

• In 1834, first described by John Scott 
Russell for water surface waves: 

• Later formulated by Rayleigh, Boussinesq, 
Korteweg and de Vries 

• Nowadays, relevant in many areas:        
field theory, mathematics, optics, 
condensed matter physics, biophysics, …

“Wave of translation” along a canal

ut + 6uux + uxxx = 0

Union Canal, 1995, pic from hw.ac.uk

KdV Eq: 

http://hw.ac.uk
http://hw.ac.uk


Static solitons

• Topological defects (topological charges, static) 

• ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole, cosmic strings, domain 
walls, p-branes,…

For a set of canonical scalar fields , 
there is no stable, static soliton in  dimensions.

ℒ = 1
2 ∂μϕ ⋅ ∂μϕ − U(ϕ)

D > 1 + 1

violated by non-canonical kinetic terms such as skirmions or galileons
Skyrme, 1961            Padilla, Saffin & SYZ, 1008.0745

Derrick’s theorem



Stationary solitons

• Non-topological solitons (Noether charges, stationary) 

• Q-balls 

• boson stars (including gravity) 

• Quasi-solitons (unstable but long-lived, stationary) 

• oscillons 

• oscillatons (including gravity)

now, scalars are ok for D > 2

Nontopological solitons, T.D. Lee & Y. Pang,  
Phys.Rept. 221 (1992) 251-350



Field theory with a global symmetry

• Consider a field multiplet with a global symmetry 

• For a given total charge , one typically expects 

• particles (charges) dissipate to infinity 

• the                  configuration is the minimum of the 
energy functional.

Q

L = �1

2
@µ�a@µ�a � V (�a)

�a = const.

not always true…



What is a Q-ball?

• A Q-ball is:  

• Simplest case: U(1) symmetric scalar field

L = �@µ�@
µ�̄� V (|�|)

a stable, localized, time-dependent  
field configuration with a Noether charge.

Q-ball solution:

� = '(r)eiwt, w = const.

Friedberg, Lee & Sirlin 1976; Coleman 1985;  
earlier works by Rosen, Kaup, Ruffini, Bonazzola, …

� =
1p
2
(�1 + i�2)

�1

x y

Q-ball configuration is minimal of energy functional



When can Q-balls form?

Interacting potential: Vnl( |Φ | ) = V( |Φ | ) − m2 |Φ |2

|�|

V (|�|)

Q-ball is the true “vacuum’’!

Attractive force:  
           for some Vnl < 0 |Φ |

Existence condition: 
               ν2 ≤ ω2 < m2

Energy per particle:



Q-ball profiles

when  is close to , it is close to dissipative waves 
when  is close to , it is close to “top hat” (thin-wall Q-ball)

ω m
ω ν

� = '(r)eiwt, w = const.



What roles may Q-balls play?

• Q-balls in cosmology 

• Q-balls from Affleck-Dine condensate decay 

• Many flat directions in SUSY potentials 

• Q-balls as dark matter candidates 

• (Fermionic) Q-balls to model hadrons 

• Friedberg-Lee model

Kusenko & Shaposhnikov 1997

Dine, Randall & Thomas 1995

Kusenko & Shaposhnikov 1998

Friedberg & T.D. Lee 1998



What is an oscillon?

An oscillon is like a Q-ball, but without Noether charges, 
thus quasi-stable. 

Also requires an attractive potential

L(�) ! L(�)
Q-ball oscillon

U(1) field real field

 for some Vnl(ϕ) < 0 ϕ

An oscillon is formed due to 
the attractive potential.



What roles may oscillons play in cosmology?

• Inflation potential is very flat, so oscillons may arise during 
reheating after inflation 

• Oscillons may collapse to  
    primordial black holes  

• Oscillons may also arise in  
    other preheating like processes in early universe

SYZ, Copeland, Easther, Finkel, Mou & Saffin, 1304.6094

Amin, Easther, Finkel, Flauger & Hertzberg, 1106.3335

Produce gravitational waves

 Kou, Tian & SYZ,  1912.09658



Classical approximation of Q-balls and oscillons

• Highly non-perturbative; Can not use Feynman diagrams 

• But we can use classical field approximation

because when occupation numbers are high

then  can be treated as stochastic c-numbersap, a†
p

for large field configurations



Charge-Swapping Q-balls



Existence of composite Q-balls

• A Q-ball with co-existing positive and negative charges  

• Quasi-stable, but exist for a long time 

• exist in various potentials and spacetime dimensions

charge density energy density

Copeland, Saffin & SYZ, PRL (Editors’ Suggestion) 1409.3232

charge swapping Q-balls (CSQs)



Evolution of a CSQ

Take for example V( |Φ | ) = |Φ |2 − |Φ |4 + g |Φ |6 , g = 1
2

Xie, Saffin & SYZ, 2101.06988

initial configuration



Evolution of charges and swapping periods

CSQ

oscillon

CSQ



Survey of lifetime of CSQs

Take for example V( |Φ | ) = |Φ |2 − |Φ |4 + g |Φ |6

Xie, Saffin & SYZ, 2101.06988



Attractor behaviors from different initial conditions

CSQs arise from fairy generic initial conditions



CSQ zoology — more complicated cases
equal charge Q-balls

un-equal charge Q-balls

There exist a tower of new composite Q-balls!



Oscillons and gravitational waves



Preheating after inflation

Inflation Hot Big Bangreheating

Preheating: parametric resonance during reheating
4

B. Preheating

We will present the preheating mechanism for the sim-
ple toy model with interaction Lagrangian

Lint = −
1

2
g2χ2φ2 , (13)

where, as before, g is a dimensionless coupling constant
2. In this subsection we will neglect the expansion of
space. Provided that the time period of preheating is
small compared to the Hubble expansion time H−1 this
is a reasonable approximation. In the next subsection we
will include the expansion of space explicitly.
The quantum theory of χ particle production in the

external classical inflaton background begins by expand-
ing the quantum field χ̂ into creation and annihilation
operators âk and â†k as:

χ̂(t,x) =
1

(2π)3/2

!

d3k
"

χ∗
k(t)âke

ikx + χk(t)â
†
ke

−ikx
#

,

(14)
where k is the momentum. If we assume that there are
no non-linearities in the χ sector of the theory, then the
equation of motion for χ is linear and can be studied sim-
ply mode by mode in Fourier space. The mode functions
then satisfy the equation

χ̈k +
$

k2 +m2
χ + g2Φ2 sin2 (mt)

%

χk = 0 , (15)

where Φ is the amplitude of oscillation of φ. This is the
Mathieu equation which is conventionally written in the
form

χ′′
k + (Ak − 2q cos 2z)χk = 0 , (16)

where we have introduced the dimensionless time variable
z = mt and a prime now denotes the derivative with
respect to z. Comparing the coefficients, we see that

Ak =
k2 +m2

χ

m2
+ 2q q =

g2Φ2

4m2
(17)

The growth of the mode function corresponds to parti-
cle production, as in the case of particle production in
an external gravitational field [26]. We will return to
this point in the next subsection. For now, let us simply
state that exponential growth of the mode functions will
lead to an exponential growth of the number of χ par-
ticles, with the exponent of this growth being twice the
corresponding exponent of the mode functions.
It is well known that the Mathieu equation has insta-

bilities for certain ranges of k and leads to exponential
growth

χk ∝ exp(µkz) , (18)

2 Preheating in a conformally flat scalar field model was analyzed
in [23, 24], and in a sine-Gordon potential in [25].

FIG. 1: Instability bands of the Mathieu equation (from [27]).
The horizontal axis is the parameter q of (16), the vertical axis
is the value of A. The shaded regions are regions in parameter
space where there is a parametric resonance instability.

where µk is called the Floquet exponent. For small values
of q, e.g. q ≪ 1, resonance occurs in a narrow instability
band about k = m (see Figure 1). Hence, in this case we
speak of “narrow resonance” (see [27] for in-depth discus-
sions of the Mathieu equation and its generalizations).
The resonance is much more efficient if q ≫ 1 [8, 10]. In

this case, resonance occurs in broad bands. In particular,
the bands include all long wavelength modes k → 0. We
then speak of “broad” parametric resonance. A condition
for particle production is that the WKB approximation
for the evolution of χ is violated. In the WKB approxi-
mation, we write: χk ∝ e±i

!
ωkdt, which is valid as long

as the adiabaticity condition

dω2
k

dt
≤ 2ω3

k (19)

is satisfied. In the above, the effective frequency ωk is
given by

ωk =
&

k2 +m2
χ + g2Φ(t)2sin2(mt) , (20)

By inserting the effective frequency (20) into the condi-
tion (19) and following some algebra, we find that the
adiabaticity condition is violated for momenta satisfying

k2 ≤
2

3
√
3
gmΦ−m2

χ. (21)

For modes with these values of k, the adiabaticity con-
dition breaks down in each oscillation period when φ is
close to zero. We conclude that the particle number does
not increase smoothly, but rather in “bursts”, as was first
studied in [10].

A

Q

ẍ+ (A� 2Q cos(2t))x = 0
like Mathieu’s equation

x(t) !  k(t)

A ! Ak(a(t), H(t), ...)

Q ! Q(a(t), H(t), ...)

�0(t)cos(2t)
In preheating:

provided by homogenous inflaton



Planck’s constraint on inflation potential

Planck 2015  XIII

CMB data suggest that inflation potential is very flat



Oscillon preheating

23

3

FIG. 2: Oscillon configuration with ↵ = 1/2 and � = 50. The
top plot shows regions where ⇢/h⇢i > 4 (transparent) and 12
(solid), while the lower plot shows ⇢/h⇢i on a two dimensional
slice through the simulation. Length units are 1/a(t)m, and
these plots were made when a(t) = 5.46.

tically, f >⇠ 0.3 is su�cient to guarantee that the field
configuration (and thus the post-inflationary universe as
a whole) was dominated by oscillons. Figure 3 shows f

as a function of ↵ and �, along with the maximal value
of the resonance parameter [|<(µk)|/H]max. We see that
strong resonance, or [|<(µk)|/H]max & 10, is both neces-
sary and su�cient for prompt, copious oscillon formation.

In models for which f is non-zero, it remains approxi-
mately constant for a several Hubble times after the onset
of oscillon domination, demonstrating that this phase is
long-lived, relative to prevailing cosmological time scales.
Unlike the oscillons studied in [10, 11, 13] which have a
stable, radial envelope, �(r), which evolves very slowly
with time, here the corresponding envelope is a periodic
function of time, and the oscillon “breathes” in and out.
The detailed dynamics of these oscillon solutions will be
discussed in a future publication, but we have simulated
a single oscillon (ignoring expansion) over a long interval

FIG. 3: The statistic, f , is shown at a(t) = 7 (a(t) = 1 at
the beginning of the simulation) as a function of ↵ and � =
Mpl/M . Contours show maximal value of the [|<(µk)|/H]max.
The thick black contour denotes [|<(µk)|/H]max = 7 whereas
the thin white ones correspond to [|<(µk)|/H]max = 1, 3.

for representative values of ↵ and � after imposing strict
radial symmetry, reducing the problem to a 1+1 PDE.
Even though oscillons are not protected by a conserved
charge and radiate energy [27–29], these simulations sug-
gest that they live long enough for the universe to grow
by a factor of 100 or more, and we expect this to be true
even if the assumption of radial symmetry is dropped.
Also, the quantum radiation will be small in the regime
where the self couplings, such as � ⇠ m

2
/M

2, are small
[29].

CONSEQUENCES AND DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that for a large class of mod-
els in excellent agreement with the current concordance
cosmology inflation is naturally followed by an oscillon-
dominated phase, provided that the couplings to other
fields are small. These oscillons are generated by para-
metric resonance, which occurs if the inflationary poten-
tial turns over from the slow-roll regime to a quadratic
regime at a scale M ⌧ Mpl.
The inflationary models here are self-resonant, so os-

cillon production does not require specific couplings to
other fields. It is likely that any significant couplings
between the inflaton and other fields can inhibit the for-
mation of oscillons, by allowing resonant production of
quanta of these additional fields. Further, couplings to
other fields can reduce the stability of oscillons by pro-
viding an additional channel into which they can radiate
energy. Lastly, the impact of interactions between oscil-
lons is largely unexplored (however, see [35]).
Many resonant models include light fields, leaving the

universe in an intermediate state between matter and ra-
diation [30, 31], but massive self-resonant models lead to
an oscillon-dominated universe that is e↵ectively mat-

✓
MP

M

◆

• Oscillons copiously formed in preheating 
• oscillon dominated period

Amin, Easther, Finkel, Flauger & Hertzberg, 1106.3335

V(ϕ) =
m2

2αβ2 [(1 + β2ϕ2)α − 1]

Generalized axion monodromy inflation
inspired by string theory



Gravitational wave production in oscillon preheating

GW power spectrum Oscillons in a 3D lattice

time = 80/m:240/m
SYZ, Copeland, Easther, Finkel, Mou & Saffin, 1304.6094



Multi-peak GW power spectrum
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Comparison with full GR simulations

Kou, Tian & SYZ, 1912.09658

Fixed FRW background  vs  Full GR (BSSN)

Significant deviations for higher inflation scales
β = MP /M

significant deviations



Oscillon/oscillaton collapses to black hole

V(ϕ) =
m2

2αβ2 [(1 + β2ϕ2)α − 1]for generalized axion monodromy potential

apparent horizon of black hole

Kou, Tian & SYZ,  1912.09658



Enhanced GWs from very shallow potentials

p < 1
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Liu, Guo, Cai & Shiu, PRL, 1707.09841



GW enhancement from asymmetric potential?

29

final scale factor !a(t) ∼ 15

no rigorous convergence study



A better simulation

30

The artificial peak emerges around:

a(t)dx & m�1
�
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Pseudo-spectral method 
GPU acceleration

Amin, Braden, Copeland, Giblin, Solorio, Weiner & SYZ, 1803.08047

lattice spacing  Compton wavelength≳



Charge-Swapping Q-balls in the early universe



Q-balls from Affleck-Dine condensate

SYZ, 1501.01217
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Potential

gravity mediated SUSY breaking

• Many flat directions in MSSM 
• AD condensate formed during inflation 
• After inflation, when , AD  
   condensate fragments to Q-balls 
• At late time, AD field gets U(1) symmetry

m ∼ H
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CSQs from Affleck-Dine condensate

Energy density Charge density

SYZ, 1501.01217

CSQs with many multipoles



Peaks of GW power spectra
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m3/2 = 1 TeV 
m3/2 = 10 TeV
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Peaks of GWs are correlated with the SUSY breaking scale!

SYZ, 1501.01217



Summary

• Q-balls: time-dependent non-topological solitons 

• Oscillons: like Q-balls but quasi-stable 

• Charge-Swapping Q-balls:  

• Formation of oscillons and Q-balls in the early universe 

• Multi-peak stochastic GWs from oscillons and Q-balls 

• Oscillons can collapse to BHs

generic existence of composite Q-balls 

Thank you!

shallow potentials lead to Q-balls and oscillons


